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Dr. M Scott Peck, in his book A Different Drum, addresses a very 

important need in all our human societies: the creation of community. 
Community building is about bringing people together into healthy 
relationships where we acknowledge that we need each other in order 
to fully be ourselves. It is hard work, involving lots of time, energy, and 
dedication. Unfortunately, we do not do this very well in our world 
today, which is becoming more and more divided. What is the secret to 
building community? 

 
According to Dr. Peck, there are four stages to community 

building, from stage one being pseudo-community to stage four being 
authentic community. Of his four stages, stage three is the most 
insightful and perhaps counter-intuitive. He calls stage three ‘emptiness.’ 
During this stage of emptiness, each member of the community is asked 
to empty themselves of their need to heal, convert, fix, or solve each 
other. From his own experience leading workshops, he notes that this 
stage is extremely hard for most people and they refuse to do it. They 
would rather jump in to fix the community. But, as he writes, “almost 
all these attempts to convert and heal are not only naïve and ineffective, 
but quite self-centered and self-serving.” (97) For him, these attempts 
are actually obstacles to community building and isolate us even further. 

 
Jesus himself was obviously good at community building. He was 

able to create a community that was so authentic that it still continues 
to this day. In today’s Gospel, Jesus asks a great reflection question to 



all those who are trying to build community, but struggling to make it 
work. He asks, “why do you notice the splinter in your brother’s eye, 
but do not perceive the wooden beam in your own?” In other words, 
like Dr. Peck, maybe part of the problem is that we trying too hard to 
convert others. We want to focus on the splinters in their eyes. Then, 
Jesus gives us this line: “you hypocrite! Remove the wooden beam from 
your eye first.” 

 
If we want to build community, we cannot skip the stage of 

emptiness. Whenever we empty ourselves, we give up trying to convert 
others and instead realize that there are wooden beams in our own 
eyes. Jesus teaches us that conversion begins from within. Gradually, 
when more people realize this, a space emerges within the community 
where people can be themselves. As Peck concludes, this is stage four 
and “an extraordinary amount of healing and converting begins to 
occur- now that no one is trying to convert or heal. And community 
has been born.” (103-4) Or, as Jesus says, “then you will see clearly to 
remove the splinter in your brother’s eye.” 
 

A necessary stage in community building involves all of us emptying 
ourselves of our desire to convert each other. Do I impose my thoughts and 
opinions on others too quickly? Do I try to convert others without also 
trying to convert myself? 

 
 To be clear, it is fine to share our solutions on what others 
should be doing. ‘The blind cannot guide the blind,’ as Jesus also says in 
today’s Gospel. But they must come after emptiness, not before it. 
Whenever we give up on trying to convert others, we enter into 
authentic community, and then the community itself does the 
converting. 


